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ABSTRACT: Broadband THz pulses enable ultrafast electronic
transport experiments on the nanoscale by coupling THz electric
fields into the devices with antennas, asperities, or scanning probe
tips. Here, we design a versatile THz source optimized for driving
the highly resistive tunnel junction of a scanning tunneling
microscope. The source uses optical rectification in lithium niobate
to generate arbitrary THz pulse trains with freely adjustable
repetition rates between 0.5 and 41 MHz. These induce subpico-
second voltage transients in the tunnel junction with peak
amplitudes between 0.1 and 12 V, achieving a conversion efficiency
of 0.4 V/(kV/cm) from far-field THz peak electric field strength to peak junction voltage in the STM. Tunnel currents in the
quantum limit of less than one electron per THz pulse are readily detected at multi-MHz repetition rates. The ability to tune
between high pulse energy and high signal fidelity makes this THz source design effective for exploration of ultrafast and
atomic-scale electron dynamics.

KEYWORDS: THz generation, variable repetition rate, scanning tunneling microscopy, near-field tip enhancement, THz-coupled STM,
pump−probe spectroscopy

THz light sources lend themselves to spectroscopy of low-
energy collective excitations in electronic phases of

matter,1−3 such as superconductivity,4 charge- and spin-density
wave order,5−7 and electronic insulators.8 The rapid develop-
ment of efficient THz generation techniques,9,10 as well as THz
optics,11 enabled many new spectroscopy and imaging
methods.12−15 They also enable ultrafast electronic transport
experiments16−19 by using lithographically defined antennas20

or capacitively coupled Auston switches21 to induce subpico-
second voltage transients in transport devices.22

Electric current, directly driven by THz light, scales with the
sample resistance and can become vanishingly small for
nanoscale devices that consist of nanowires, point contacts,
or thin strips of 2D materials. The extreme limit of ultrafast
nanoscale transport experiment is the tunnel junction of a
scanning tunneling microscope (STM) excited with THz
pulses.15 In this limit, the THz-induced current can be as small
as one electron per THz pulse. This enables pump−probe
spectroscopy of surfaces and molecules with subpicosecond
temporal and atomic-scale spatial resolution.23,24 However, it
poses a significant experimental challenge: in order to create a
measurable electric current, the experiment’s repetition rate
must be maximized, while the THz pulse energy must be
sufficiently large to excite the tunnel junction. Thus far, intense
THz sources operating at fixed repetition rates of 1 MHz25,26

or below23,24 were used. They offer strong THz excitation, but
the low repetition rate limits the signal strength of the THz-
induced tunnel current.
Here we discuss a versatile THz source in which pulse

energy and repetition rate are highly tunable. The source is
based on a commercial fiber-amplified femtosecond laser and
THz generation in a lithium niobate prism. It delivers single-
cycle THz pulses at a center frequency of 0.5 THz with a
maximum repetition rate of 41 MHz. The achievable pulse
energy ranges between 2.5 pJ at 41 MHz and 8.8 nJ at 0.5
MHz that yield peak electric fields between 400 V/cm and 16
kV/cm with a focused THz beam.
We validate the performance of our THz source by focusing

the THz pulses onto the tunnel junction of a variable-
temperature STM and measuring the THz-induced tunneling
current. Using the electric field waveform of the THz pulse and
the I(V) characteristic of the tunnel junction, we determine the
peak transient voltage induced by individual THz pulses in the
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STM junction to range between 120 mV at 41 MHz and 12 V
at 0.5 MHz. Thus, tunneling currents ranging from few tens of
femtoamperes to hundreds of picoamperes are consistently
generated. This enables highly sensitive pump−probe spec-
troscopy at the limit of less than one electron tunneling per
THz pulse. We confirm the applicability by femtosecond pump
probe spectroscopy on the metallic Au(111) surface and on
Ta2NiSe5, an excitonic insulator candidate,27 where electron
dynamics with a time constant of 0.9 ps are resolved.

■ VARIABLE REPETITION RATE THZ SOURCE

Optical rectification in a stoichiometric LiNbO3 (LN) prism is
used to convert arbitrary near-infrared (NIR) fs-laser pulse
trains into matching THz pulse trains. Pulse amplitudes and
pulse patterns, for example, for pump−probe spectroscopy, are
set in the near-infrared beam for which high-efficiency optical
elements are readily available and easily adjustable, Figure 1.
The THz path to the STM is kept as short as possible with just
two polymethyl pentene (TPX) lenses: one to collect the THz
light generated in the LN crystal; the other to focus it onto the
probe tip of the STM, Figure 1b. Tilted pulse front pumping
analogous to ref 28 achieves a high conversion efficiency. A key
advantage of this design is that it keeps power losses to a
minimum and functions at any repetition rate and over a wide
range of pulse energies.
The NIR laser source is a commercial ytterbium-doped fiber

laser system (Amplitude Systems Satsuma HP2) that delivers a
constant output power of 20 W for repetition rates between 0.5
and 41 MHz. The near-infrared laser pulses have a central
wavelength of 1032 nm and a duration of 250 fs. After pulse
front tilting with a blazed grating (1500 l/mm) and imaging
into the LN crystal, these NIR pulses generate single-cycle
THz pulses with a center frequency of 0.5 THz.
We characterize the achieved THz pulse intensity at

different repetition rates, as well as the profile of the THz
focus, by placing a commercial power meter and a custom-built
calibrated THz thermopile detector at the position of the STM
tip. To allow easy conversion from average power to pulse
energy, the beam splitter is replaced by a mirror such that the
entire laser power is fed through the probe pulse pathway. The
TPX lenses that image the THz beam onto the STM tip
achieve a focal spot of 1.7 ± 0.1 mm diameter that remains

constant for all repetition rates. Figure 2a shows the
dependence of the generated THz pulse energy, STHz, on the
NIR pulse energy, SIR. At 41 MHz, the 0.5 μJ NIR pulses
generate 2.5 pJ THz pulses, corresponding to a conversion
efficiency of 5.1 × 10−6. As we decrease the laser repetition
rate, the NIR pulse energy and, consequently, the generated
THz pulse energy increase. At 0.5 MHz, the 40 μJ NIR pulses

Figure 1. (a) Schematic of the variable repetition rate THz source. Near-infrared beam paths (pump, probe, and sampling) are depicted in red and
THz beam paths are depicted in green. Pulses from a fiber-amplified fs-laser enter (red arrow) with 20 W of power and are split into pump (10 W)
and probe (10 W) paths and a sampling beam for electro-optic sampling (10 mW). Pulse fronts are tilted by 64° by a grating and imaged into a
lithium niobite prism (LN) where they generate THz pulses. These pulses are focused onto the probe tip of a scanning tunneling microscope
(STM). THz light scattered from the STM tip is picked up by the electro-optic sampling stage. (b) Sketch of the STM (gray) with cryogenic
shields (orange) and two optical access ports with numerical aperture NA = 0.23 (green).

Figure 2. (a) Measured THz pulse energy, STHz, as a function of near-
infrared pulse energy, SIR (blue circles), with power law fit:
STHz ∝ SIR

1.8±0.2 (red curve). SIR is tuned by changing the laser
repetition rate from 0.5 to 41 MHz at constant output power. (b)
Electric field waveform of the THz pulses at three repetition rates
measured by electro-optic sampling. The waveform remains constant
for all repetition rates. Pulses are normalized and vertically offset for
clarity. (c) Peak electric field of the THz pulses in the focus at the
STM tip as a function of NIR pulse energy (blue circles) with linear

fit, = ± ··μ ·μ( )E S0.41 0.04THz
kV

cm J
kV

cm J IR (red curve). (d) Power

spectral density, PSD, obtained by fast Fourier transformation of
the THz pulses shown in (b). The spectral weight cuts off strongly for
frequencies higher than 1.2 THz and shows only minimal variation
with repetition rate.
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generate 8.8 nJ THz pulses, corresponding to a conversion
efficiency of 2.2 × 10−4. This fits to the expected behavior of
optical rectification and is similar to previous reports of
efficient THz generation in LN at room temperature.29

A power law fit of the form STHz = γSIR
n
finds n = 1.8 ± 0.2,

that is, the NIR to THz conversion scales approximately
quadratically with incident NIR pulse energy.
The electric field waveforms of the THz pulses are measured

using electro-optic sampling, Figure 2b. To this end, the THz
focus at the position of the STM head is imaged into a ZnTe
crystal with a second pair of TPX lenses and sampled with a
NIR beam (see Figure 1a). The single-cycle THz pulses have a
period of 2 ps, corresponding to a center frequency of 0.5 THz.
The residual electric field oscillations following the main pulse
(t > 3 ps) can mostly be attributed to absorption of THz light
in ambient air.30 Fast Fourier transformation of the electric
field waveforms shows that the majority of the spectral weight
is distributed between 0.1 and 1.1 THz (Figure 2d).
Importantly, the spectra stay nearly identical for all repetition
rates. Minor variations at 1 THz and above 1.5 THz may be
attributed to small repetition-rate-dependent changes of the
NIR pulse shape.
We calculate the peak electric field in the THz focus by

normalizing the measured pulse waveform to the measured
pulse energy and focus size at the STM tip. At 0.5 MHz
repetition rate the THz electric field reaches 16 kV/cm. This
reduces to 400 V/cm at 41 MHz, Figure 2c. A linear fit
ETHz = β × SIR matches well to the measured fields consistent
with a linear dependence of THz electric field on incident NIR
intensity.
This range of tunability allows for balancing between high

THz pulse energies and high repetition rates enabling ultrafast
transport experiments with exceptional signal quality. In
particular, the achieved pulse energies are sufficient for
pump−probe spectroscopy experiments in which the first
pulse (pump) excites the device under test and the second
(probe) samples its electronic properties at a set delay.
To demonstrate the ultrafast spectroscopy capability of this

THz source, we split the NIR beam with a 50:50 beam splitter
into two beam paths, a pump and a probe path (Figure 1) and
introduce a time delay between them with a linear delay stage
in the pump path. The two NIR beams are focused into the LN
crystal with a small separation of <0.1 mm between them. This
prevents interference between the NIR pulses and, at the same
time, guarantees that the generated THz pulses spatially
overlap at their focal point in the STM, which is significantly
larger than 0.1 mm.
We characterized the electric field waveforms of the pump

and probe pulses with different time delays by focusing the
THz beam onto the STM tip near its apex and measuring the
scattered THz light by electro-optic sampling. The incident
optical beam is aligned 60° relative to the tip to minimize
shadowing from sample holder and tip. Equivalently, the
electro-optic sampling stage is also aligned at 60° relative to
the tip. This ensures that the measured THz waveforms are
comparable to the electric field waveforms at the position of
the STM tip. We placed the STM such that the Gouy phase
shifts the carrier-envelope phase by π/2 with respect to the
THz pulse shown in Figure 2b.31 This makes the THz
waveform highly asymmetric and maximizes the peak electric
field in the tunnel junction.
Figure 3a shows the resulting electric field waveform for

several time delays between pump and probe THz pulses. At

large delays (τ = ±9 ps), two independent and near-identical
phase-stable THz pulses are generated. Indeed, their shapes
differ from the pulses shown in Figure 2b, consistent with a
π/2 shift of the Gouy phase. The pump pulse has an
approximately 10% larger electric field peak which can be
attributed to a small difference in the NIR intensities in the
two beam paths. Two small echo peaks are observed 5 and 15
ps after each pulse. These carry less than 1% of the THz pulse
energy and are originating from back reflections in the setup.
At short time delays, the electric fields of the pump and

probe pulses interfere, creating a combined pulse shape
(Figure 3a, τ = −1.3, 0, +1.3 ps). To elucidate whether the
two pulses interfere by simply summing their respective THz
fields or whether additional modifications occur, we scanned
the pump across the probe pulse while repeatedly recording
the combined electric field waveforms (Figure 3b). The color-
coded plots show that the pump pulse, including its back
reflections, moves linearly with delay time. The recorded
waveforms can be reproduced well by assuming that the
combined waveform, ETHz(t, τ), is simply the sum of the
individual pulses, Epump(t, τ) and Eprobe(t), where τ is the
pump−probe delay (Figure 3c).

τ τ= +E t E t E t( , ) ( , ) ( )THz pump probe

Importantly, both pulses conserve their waveform, irrespective
of delay time. We find the root-mean-square deviation between
measured and modeled waveform to be uniform and
independent of τ (Figure 3d). This is consistent with the LN
crystal having no time-dependent response to the NIR pulses
on the picosecond scale, which would always modify the
second pulse, that is, the pump pulse for negative delays and
the probe pulse for positive delays. This observation also

Figure 3. (a) Electric field waveform of the generated THz double
pulses for several time delays, τ, between pump and probe pulses, as
set by a delay stage in the pump path. Measured data (green curves)
are superimposed with calculated time traces of the combined electric
field, ETHz(t, τ), (thin black). Waveforms are normalized and offset
vertically for clarity. (b, c) Measured and calculated electric field
waveforms as a function of t and τ, showing the pump pulse shifting
across the probe pulse without affecting it. (d) Normalized root-
mean-square deviation, η, between measured and calculated THz
double pulses from (b) and (c). The deviation is very small and
independent of τ.
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indicates that interference of the NIR pulses in the LN crystal
is negligible. Otherwise, the electro-optic sampling traces
would show significant variations of the waveform for delays
|τ| < 0.25 ps. Both THz pulses are thus generated
independently of each other in the LN crystal, and their
electric fields sum in the THz focus.

■ THZ-INDUCED VOLTAGE PULSES IN THE STM

The electric field of the THz pulses couples to the metallic
probe tip and, thereby, into the tunnel junction, where it
induces a transient bias voltage and tunneling of electrons
between tip and sample.15 We investigate this process using
highly conductive metals for the tip (PtIr) and an atomically
flat Au(111) surface (Figure 4c) since their electronic response
can be considered instantaneous in the picosecond range.32

Figure 4a shows pulse−pulse correlation measurements
obtained by illuminating the STM tunnel junction with THz
light while sweeping the pump pulse across the probe pulse.
The THz-induced current peaks at τ = 0 and falls off within
260 fs (80−20% transition) with increasing delay. This
modulation on the hundreds of femtosecond scale confirms
that the electron tunneling is driven by the electric field of the
THz pulse31 and enables electronic spectroscopy with
femtosecond time and atomic-scale spatial resolution.23,24

At 0.5 MHz, the THz-induced tunnel current reaches
150 pA at τ = 0 ps and falls off to 21 pA for large delays when
the pump and probe pulse do not overlap anymore (Figure 4a,
tip A). The maximum current decreases to 17 pA at 1 MHz

and further to 240 fA at 2 MHz. Different tips show different
current magnitudes, but follow the same trend (Figure 4a, tips
B and C). The measured current can be related to the net
number of electrons tunneling per single THz pulse by
dividing it with the repetition rate and electron charge.
Up to 1900 electrons tunnel per intense THz pulse at

0.5 MHz. Weaker THz pulses induce tunneling of much fewer
electrons. Owing to the increased signal quality afforded by the
concomitantly higher repetition rates, these miniscule tunnel-
ing currents remain detectable. As little as 0.4 electrons per
pulse were reliably detected, Figure 4a, demonstrating that this
THz source enables experiments in the quantum limit of single
electron tunneling.
The nonlinear I(V) characteristic of the tunnel junction acts

as a rectifier leading to the net current that can be measured.
This current can be expressed as

∫τ σ τ τ̅ = ·I V t V t t( ) ( ( , )) ( , )dTHz THz

where σ(V) is the conductance of the tunnel junction and VTHz
is the transient bias voltage, which can be determined by
conventional tunneling spectroscopy, Figure 4b. Thus, the net
current I ̅ depends only on the delay time, τ, between the pump
and probe pulse, analogous to a field cross-correlation.
In the absence of ps-scale time-dependent processes in the

tip or the sample, the transient bias voltage is expected to be
proportional to the electric field of the THz waveform24

(shown for τ = 0 ps in Figure 4d): VTHz(t, τ) = αETHz, where α

Figure 4. THz-induced tunnel current in the scanning tunneling microscope. (a) Pulse−pulse correlation measurement in the STM for different
repetition rates and tips, recording tunnel current while sweeping the delay, τ, between pump and probe pulses. Signal measured on Au(111) with
electrochemically etched PtIr probe tips by lock-in detection upon chopping the probe pulse on and off and STM feedback loop closed. Tunnel
junction set point for tip A: Vset = 100 mV, Iset = 100 pA; for tip B: 1 mV, 500 pA; and for tip C: 22 mV, 130 pA. (b) I(V) characteristic of the
tunnel junction between the tip and Au(111) surface recorded using a DC bias voltage without THz excitation. The current increases nonlinearly
with increasing bias, allowing for rectification of the ultrafast THz electric field. (c) STM image of the Au(111) surface: Vset = 100 mV, Iset = 100
pA. (d) The electric field waveform of the THz pulse used to calculate the THz-induced voltage for τ = 0 ps. Waveform measured with electro-
optic sampling (EO) and normalized to 1 at t = 0 ps. (e) Peak THz-induced voltage in the tunnel junction, VTHz(t = 0, τ = 0), as a function of NIR
pulse energy. Data shown for 10 as-etched tips (blue circles) and 8 tips after nanoscale modification of the tip apex (blue crosses) measured on
Au(111) and samples with different nonlinearity in their I(V). A linear fit (red) yields the average conversion efficiency α ̃ = ±μ μ0.18 0.01V

J
V

J
.
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is the coupling efficiency to the tunnel junction. Hence, VTHz
can be extracted quantitatively by fitting I ̅ to the measured
pulse−pulse correlation with α as the only free parameter.
To estimate the conversion efficiency between THz far-field

intensity and local tunnel junction voltage that can typically be
achieved with PtIr tips, we measured pulse correlations with 18
tips or tip apex configurations on Au(111) and other samples
with different nonlinearities in their I(V) characteristics, Figure
4e. We find the THz-induced voltage varies significantly
between different tips, indicating that the nanoscopic shape of
the tip apex is important for THz coupling to the tunnel
junction. Indeed, the coupling efficiency changes by indenting
the tip into the Au surface by as little as 1 nm.
Overall, we observe an approximately linear scaling between

peak voltage in the tunnel junction and peak electric field
strength in the THz focus. The conversion efficiency is α =
4 × 10−4 cm ± 2 × 10−5 cm, or α ̃ = ±μ μ0.18 0.01V

J
V

J
, if

expressed relative to the NIR pulse energy. Note that the
standard deviation given here signifies the statistical variation
between different STM probe tips; the measurement
uncertainty is significantly smaller. Thus, our THz source
can induce ultrafast voltage pulses in the STM junction with
peak voltages ranging between 100 mV and 12 V.

■ FEMTOSECOND DYNAMICS IN THE
SINGLE-ELECTRON TUNNELING REGIME

We evaluate the capability of this THz source for sensitive
measurements of the ultrafast dynamics of correlated electron
materials. A recent example is Ta2NiSe5, a candidate for an
excitonic insulator in which spontaneous condensation of
excitons opens a gap in the density of states at the Fermi
energy. Since the gap size and with it the nonlinearity of the
I(V) curve depend on the exciton density, the THz-induced
tunneling current can be expected to change upon excitation.
Ultrafast dynamics that manifest in the order parameter were
recently reported using far-field optical spectroscopy.33 STM
measurements at 180 K, below the phase transition temper-
ature,27 show the row-like electronic surface modulation
caused by the quasi one-dimensional Ni and Ta chains,34

Figure 5a, and the highly nonlinear I(V) characteristic close to
zero bias in spectra of the differential conductivity, dI/dV,
Figure 5c.
The THz pump probe spectrum, Figure 5b, is markedly

different from the pulse−pulse correlation spectra shown in
Figure 4a. In addition to the pulse correlation signal, it shows a
prominent exponential recovery of the THz-induced current
with a characteristic decay constant τ0 = 0.9 ± 0.1 ps. The
signal is mostly uniform within the surface unit cell with only
little variations of the decay constant when the STM tip is
above the Ta or Ni chains. A comprehensive understanding of
the dynamics is beyond the scope of this report, but it is worth
noting that the observed recovery, τ0, is comparable to the
population dynamics of photoinduced carriers in this materi-
al.33

The THz-induced current remains well below one electron
per pulse. The signal peaks at 0.12 electrons per pulse
(τ = 0 ps), and the ultrafast recovery has a signal magnitude of
only 0.04 electrons per pulse. This highlights the advantage of
using a high repetition rate source for ultrafast measurements
in the STM: whereas the measurement’s noise floor of 35 fA is
comparable to previous reports of THz-coupled STM,35 the
high repetition rate of 41 MHz transduces this to a minimum

detectable THz-induced current of 5 × 10−3 electrons per
pulse and enables measurements in the quantum limit of
single-electron tunneling.

■ CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
We demonstrated an efficient THz source with tunable
repetition rate between 0.5 and 41 MHz. THz pulses are
generated by optical rectification of 1032 nm pulses inside a
lithium niobate prism. A low-loss optical setup delivers the full
pump laser power for efficient THz generation. When focused
onto the tunneling junction of a scanning tunneling micro-
scope, the generated THz pulses induce ultrafast voltage pulses
with peak values of up to 12 V at 0.5 MHz repetition rate. By
increasing the repetition rates into the multi-MHz range, the
signal fidelity improves and enables measurements of minute
THz-induced tunnel currents that reach the quantum limit of
less than a single electron tunneling per pulse.
In essence, our THz source enables a smooth transition from

experiments with intense THz pulses at low repetition rates to
experiments with low intensity pulses at high repetition rates. It
becomes possible to balance between high pump power and
high-signal-to-noise ratio afforded by higher repetition rates for
each experiment. This makes this source design uniquely suited
for a broader class of ultrafast transport experiments on the
nanoscale, such as spin-torque oscillators, nonequilibrium
transport in electro-migration junctions, correlated-electron
material research, and high speed electronics based on 2D
materials.
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